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How to get the most out of this report
Welcome to your personal report from the Book
of Destiny! Inside you will find detailed information about
one year of your life. If you read carefully, you can extract
even more information from this valuable report. 
The information found within comes from a very
ancient and highly revered mystical science that
originated before the days of early Egypt. Its exact origins
are unknown but its accuracy speaks for itself. The
information it will give you will be timely and practical,
pertaining to the events and experiences you are currently
going through.

UNDERSTANDING THE REPORT STRUCTURE

The information about your life in the Book of
Destiny is in the form of playing cards arranged in a
particular formation. The positions of these cards is not
random in any way. Each card is derived from mystical
calculations taken from your birthday and your current
age. It is these cards and their meanings that relay the
information about each year of your life. Here is how
these cards are divided and presented in the context of
this Yearly Report.
First of all, this report will have one or more
Main Sections, each referring to the cards found under
one of your personal significators. Our personal
significators are cards that represent us in some way.
These include the Birth Card, Planetary Ruling Card(s),
and Decanate Ruling Card. All of these cards can be used
to signify us and each plays a certain role. However, not
all of them are required to make a complete Yearly
Report. Therefore, this report may contain one or as many
as five main sections, each under the heading of one of
these personal significators, depending upon who ran this
report for you and which personal significators they
believed would be the most helpful for you to know about.
Most Yearly Reports include the cards for two personal
significators, the Birth Card and one other. Karma Cards
are rarely used.
Each of the Main Sections of  a Yearly Report is
divided into two distinct groups of cards and each of these
Card Group Sections will have a Title Page to let you
know what will follow. The first Card Group Section are
what we call the Year-Long Influence Cards. These five
cards, the Long Range, Pluto, Result, Environment and
Displacement Cards, cast their influence on an entire year
of our life. For this reason, their influence is more powerful
than the other cards in a Yearly Report. 
NOTE: Some of the Birth and Ruling Cards do
not have Environment and Displacement Cards each year.
These are the A♣, 2♥, 9♥, J♥, 8♣, 7♦ and K♠. If one of
your personal significators is one of these cards, there will
not be a page about these in those sections.
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The second Card Group Section in each Main
Section are the Planetary Period Cards. There will usually
 be two cards found in each of seven Planetary Periods
that divide the year into 52-day segments and the Title
Page for this section will show them all to you and list the
dates that correspond to the beginning of each period.
Your birthday marks the beginning of the first period,
called the Mercury Period. 52 days later the next period
begins (Venus) and so forth until your next birthday marks
the ending of one year and the beginning of the next. The
cards found in each period have a strong influence over
the events and experiences of that time segment. They
also cast a subtle influence on the entire year and when
this is the case, it will be mentioned in the interpretations
for that particular card.
That is basically all there is to a Yearly Report
except that there is a special section that is found in the
beginning called the Report on Auspicious Positions
Page. This page will tell you about influences that are
present due to the position of your Birth Card and
Planetary Ruling Card in this year's Grand Solar Spread.
The Grand Solar Spread is sort of a master spread from
which the cards in your Yearly Report were taken. You
may or may not have one of these pages because there
are some years that your cards may not fall into any of the
nine various auspicious positions that this report looks for.

YOUR SIGNIFICATORS

Your birthday associates you with one of the 52
playing cards. That card, called the Birth Card, tells us
much about your personality, character, and potential in
the various areas of life. Every Birth Card has a highest
expression as well as challenges that must be dealt with
during the course of a lifetime. Inside, you will find a
detailed description of your Birth Card on the page entitled
"About Your Birth and Destiny Card". This is the first place
to begin in your study. The meaning of your Birth Card will
not change over the course of your life. Each of us is
constantly refining the characteristics of our Birth Card,
striving to reach the highest potential it offers us while
working with some of the karmic challenges that are also
associated with it.
Even though it is the most important, our Birth
Card is not the only card that is a personal significator for
us. There are other cards that offer further clues about our
character traits and personality. The most important are
our Planetary Ruling Card(s) and Decanate Ruling Card.
Both are derived from our Sun sign and explains much
about our behavior in a similar fashion as the Birth Card. It
is often compared with our Rising Sign in astrology.
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HOW TO LOOK UP PEOPLE YOU KNOW FOR THIS
YEAR

Though not apparent on the surface, this report
does allow you to look up people you know and discover
how they will be influencing you in the year that this report
is created for. This section gives you all the tools you need
to do this on your own, it is not presented directly by the
report, but the information is available if you have the time
to read this and follow the necessary steps.
STEP ONE - Make a list of the Birth Cards of
people you want to know about.  On the following page is
a Birth Card Chart that gives the Birth Cards for each
birthday of the year. In the table in the next column, list up
to ten of the most important people in your life. Write
down their names and birthdays and then look up their
Birth Card and write that in as well.
STEP TWO - Determine their Ruling Cards. The
Planetary and Decanate Ruling Cards are used frequently
in relationship comparisons because they have proven to
be accurate and important in this area. The Planetary
Ruling Card can be found in the Love Cards book. As the
person you got this report for for the Decanate Ruling
Cards, which are a bit more complex to determine. And
keep in mind that some people have neither of these.
STEP THREE - If you have the book, Love
Cards by Robert Camp, look up and write down the
Planetary Ruling and Decanate Ruler of each person, if
you know them. These additional personal significators
will give you more cards to look for. 
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The Relationships LookUp Table on the next page will tell
you what it means when it is found in any particular
position. Once you have looked for their Birth Card, you
can search for their other cards in the same manner. 
The position of each card will relate a specific
influence they will have on you over the course of the
year. When one of their personal significators shows up in
a specific Planetary Period, you can bet that they will play
a significant role in your life at that time. Read the
meaning of the other cards found in that period to
determine just what that role might be. For example,
suppose someone you know is a 3♥ female and you
happen to have that card in your Mars Period along with a
5♦. This 3♥ is one of your friend's personal significators
and thus is does represent her playing some role at that
time. Because it is in Mars, you know that it could be a
competitive or passionate role. The 5♦ suggests a change
in finances related to a legal matter or a business trip.
Putting these tips together you may predict a
disagreement with your 3♥  friend about some money
matter, perhaps a legal matter, OR that the two of you go
on a business trip in a somewhat restless manner.
Using this technique, you can add a lot more
dimension to you personal Yearly Report. In fact, most of
the cards in our Yearly Reports have dual meanings and
many stories to tell us. The interpretations given for each
of the cards tell the major story, but with the proper tools,
you can derive much more information about other
aspects of your life.

SOME TIPS FOR GETTING MORE FROM THIS
REPORT

1. To know more about your personal relationships in a
year-long manner, look at the cards in your Venus Period
and look at all the Heart cards found everywhere in your
spreads. These are the most important relationship
indicators.
2. To find out more about your work for the year in a
general way, look at the Mars and Uranus Period cards
and the Spade cards found anywhere in your reading. If
you are involved in any of the communications fields, look
for Clubs cards to indicate your success or failure in those
areas. Entertainers, artists and those that work primarily
with people should look at the Heart cards and the cards
found in Venus. Salespeople and merchants would look
for Diamonds and the Jupiter cards.
3. To know more about your health, look at the Saturn
Period cards and Spade cards in particular.
4. To find out how your finances will be this year, look at
all the Diamond cards and the cards under the Jupiter
Period.

STEP FOUR - Look through your Yearly Report for
the occurrences of their cards and then compare their
locations with the Relationships Lookup Table to determine
what it means. Take their Birth Card first and look through
your Report to see if it is mentioned anywhere. If you find it,
make a note of what position it is in (Long Range, Mercury
Period, Pluto, etc.) 
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5. Our Jupiter Period cards each year signify what or who will be the greatest blessings and in which direction we can
achieve the greatest financial blessings.  To insure your financial success, follow the path laid out by your Jupiter cards,
especially the Jupiter cards found in your Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card sections.
6. Always seek to combine the meaning of the two cards found in the Planetary Periods to get the complete meaning. The
whole story for any particular period is a combination of both cards acting together. Sometimes the Neptune period has
only one card. When this is the case, this one card is the only influence present.
7. Try to keep the various sections of the report in perspective. Sections based upon Personality Cards will only apply to
those aspects of your life governed by those cards.
8. When two cards in one period seem to contradict each other, remember that the more positive card will win out over the
negative card in any given Planetary Period. Though the negative card could indicate a problem of some sort, the other
card will indicate a resolution of that problem later in the period.
9. To learn more about this amazing system and how to do readings for yourself and others, purchase a copy of The Cards
of Your Destiny by Robert Lee Camp, available from Amazon.com and 7thunders.com. His other book, Love Cards, is also
highly recommended, and also available.

Your Relationship Interpretation Lookup Table
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Position Keywords / Description
Mercury Period Good communications. Love to talk, share ideas. Good for all relationships.
Venus Period Love, compatibility, enjoying each other. Good for love, marriage or friendship.
Mars Period Passion or anger. Making love or fighting, or both!
Jupiter Period Financial benefits. Your partner is making more money, which benefits you.
Saturn Period Restrictions or burdens related to your partner. Learning lessons or having 

difficulties.

Uranus Period Your partner will do unexpected things. Be ready for surprises and allow them the
freedom to be themselves.

Neptune 
Period

You idealize your partner. Very romantic but you might be self-deluding. Enjoy the 
fantasy!

Pluto Card You are challenged to change, by your partner's presence in your life. This could
be something you desire, or one that is forced upon you. Your reaction could be 
dramatic!

Result Card This creates a very strong possibility of your ending up your year with this person.
And it will be in a good way!

Environment Card Your partner provides protection and blessings throughout the year. Very nice!

Displacement 
Card

You must give in and both allow and follow your partner this year. You have to give
them more of your attention and time.
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All About Jasmine Woods
The Six of Clubs Person

The Card of Higher Purpose

This card is also known as the psychic card and it is surprising to see how
few of the people of these birth dates are aware of their gift. The Six of Clubs also
means responsibility to truth. These people must learn to find a system of truth that they
can believe in and live their life by. Once attained, there is no limit to how much good
these people can do in the world. 
Those who have not yet found their path can be the biggest worriers and
procrastinators of all the cards in the deck. They have a responsibility to maintain inner
balance and peaceful communications with those in their lives. They often attain
financial affluence and have inherent protection over their lives. This is one of the cards
that can attain the highest degree of material or spiritual success. On the other hand
they can get caught up in their complacency and never amount to anything.
As the card of ‘responsibility of the spoken word’ the Six of Clubs always has
issues about what they say and what they do as a result. I have seen some of them
profess the truth for years while secretly keeping their own lies. In all such cases, their
lies catch up with them sooner or later with dire consequences. The high side Six of
Clubs always practices what they preach and are careful about what they say.
Some Six of Clubs have a special mission in their life, one that involves
bringing others to the threshold of some ancient and powerful truth. These are the
bringers of light.  Once they tap into their hidden reserves and their natural intuition is
recognized, they find their lives guided and protected from the highest sources possible.

Some of the Six of Clubs Issues Concerning Relationships

Six of Clubs love to be in love and have relationships but often there are
some childhood issues that impinge on their ability to choose wisely. Love is important
to them. The women make good wives and mothers while the men are often dominated
by certain women in their life. They have good marriage karma and usually have at
least one very good marriage in their life. 
Whether they do it early or later in life, they will one day face the emotional
issues connected to their childhood and for that time, there will be challenges. Their
love nature is strong and pure and it always finds the way through the trying times.
Their notions about love and marriage tend toward the idealistic and romantic
sides. For this reason they will often encounter disappointments when these dreams
clash with reality.
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All About Jasmine's Other Ruling Cards

Queen of Hearts as Your Planetary Ruler

This ruling card accentuates the motherly side of your personality, encouraging you to
be a caretaker of others, especially anyone that you consider to be your 'children'. However, your
children could be your friends or even those that work with you. You would make a wonderful
parent in any case. This is also a card of appreciation for art and beauty and often bestows some
artistic or musical ability upon its owner. One challenge associated with this card is to avoid
getting into co-dependent relationships. The Queen of Hearts can get involved with saving
others, which doesn't work well in personal relationships. This card increases your potential for
great success in your life, especially if you have clear goals and directions. You could do some
work that helps many people.

Jasmine's
Planetary Ruling 

Card
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The card(s) listed below are other ruling cards for the person in this report. They are just like the Birth Card and
show a different side to this person's personality and karmic expression. In truth, they are just as important as the
Birth Card and some individuals express themselves more through one of these cards than their Birth Cards at
times. Thus a close study of these cards would be appropriate to having a more complete understanding of this
person. Brief descriptions are given here, but just keep in mind that the total person is a combination of all of
these cards and that each of them, along with the Birth Card, finds its expression in them.



Your Thirteen-Year Ten of Clubs Period

This period of your life is likely to bring measurable success in one of the mind-related
fields or endeavors. This could be school, publishing, teaching, or other areas where large
groups are benefiting from your talents and mental brilliance. Recognition for your talents and
efforts are common when this card is present. Expect to rise up and be noted during this period.
In whatever age you are, you are going to be noticed and applauded for your talents and
abilities. This is going to be a time of your life that you will remember as being fun and rewarding,
for the most part.
You may find a certain person plays an important role in your life during this period.
This person would likely be of the Spades suit, either Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card. They
would be someone who would play either the role of the 'thief' or of a spiritual teacher. In the
former this would likely be a person that would do things that were immoral or just wrong from
your point of view. If the latter, this person would serve to introduce you to higher concepts which
would broaden your perspective on life and spirituality. In some cases, these two apparent
opposite influences would be found in the same person.
Essentially, the Ten of Clubs is the card of the 'teacher'. It means spreading knowledge
or information to large groups of people. This is a great card for those in the publishing, radio or
television businesses where much information is being distributed to large numbers. You may
take the role of teacher in one form or another during this special time in your life.
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The Life Spread Card governing your
current 13-Year Period

Your Current 13-Year Period began on: 4/28/2018

And ends on: 4/28/2031



Birth Card Card Spread

About The One-Year Reading for your Birth Card

Our Birth Card is the most significant card of all the cards that represent us. It is the
card that we identify the most with and the one in which we 'shine forth' with the greatest
brilliance. We have other cards that are symbols of us as well. These include the Planetary
Ruling Card, Personality Cards and Karma Cards to some extent. However, it is the Birth Card
that is first and foremost in its importance and in it's ability to describe our life in great detail.
Since this report may contain the Yearly Spreads for other cards that represent you, it
is important to know the difference between them and their purposes in determining what they
are trying to tell you.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly Spread for
your Birth Card. Cards in the Birth Card's Yearly Spread can pertain to most any area of your life,
in contrast to the Personality Card spreads which usually only pertain to certain aspects of your
life. As you read these influences keep in mind that these are the primary and most important.
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This section is all about the cards found in your



The King of Spades as Your Seven Year Long Range Card

This is likely to be a hallmark period for you, one in which you can accomplish most
anything you set your mind to. It is highly recommended that you set high goals for yourself this
year to take advantage of this once, or at most twice, in a lifetime influence. Most people will
never actually experience having this card for seven years. Consider yourself very fortunate to
have this.

The K♠ is considered the most powerful card in the deck as far as material mastery
and accomplishment is concerned. All legal and work matters should go your way and you can
proceed with confidence in any direction you choose. To get the most from this influence, find an
area where you can take responsibility and assume the role of leader in some way. The sky is
the limit. You can master new or existing situations, given the highest gift of mastery possible.
Use it wisely.

It should be mentioned here that the power and success indicated by this card will only
manifest itself to those who are ready and willing to also assume the responsibility that is implied
here. For example, this could mean that you would have to be a leader of some sort, or have
your own business to get the most out of this powerful card.

Keywords:

I am the master of my destiny and fate. Through application of knowledge and experience I
achieve anything during this seven year cycle.
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The Long Range Card for your Current
Seven Year Period

Your Current 7-Year Period began on: 4/28/2020
And ends on: 4/28/2027

You are in the early years of this 7-year period, the Mars, or action year!



Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire
year while others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the
entire year. Because of this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly
reading. Look to these cards for major themes and influences that will essentially dominate your attention
this year.

Each of these three to five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet
important things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the
text that describes their individual importance and functions.

A general description of each of these five cards is as follows:

1. The Long Range Card - this card signifies what or whom is a major focus of your attention. Remember
that this card is generally not positive or negative, just represents where your attention is focused.

2. The Pluto Card - this is something or someone who is challenging you this year, to make a change in
your life. Sometimes it represents a goal you have that will cause this change.

3. The Result Card - represents a blessing that occurs as the current year draws to a close. If it is the card
of someone you know, there is a strong chance you will be together with them in a significant way by your
next birthday.

4. The Displacement Card - not every card has this, but most do and it signifies where you must put your
energy this year to achieve more positive results in your life. Be ready to give to this card.

5. The Environment Card - again, most cards have this, but not all. It represents a helpful positive influence
in your life this year. Allow this blessing to come to you.

NOTE: Only the family of 45 cards have Environment and Displacement cards each year. If your card is one
of the family of seven (A♣, 2♥, 7♦, 8♣, 9♥, J♥, or K♠), you do not have these cards in your spreads. There
are important reasons for this but mostly it is because your card is considered 'fixed' and does not move
about like the family of 45.
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The Cards That Govern Your Entire Year

Displacement 
Card

Long Range 
Card

Pluto
(Chalenge) 

Card

Result
(Reward) Card

Environment 
Card

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Birth Card's Spread

In Your Birth Card's Spread



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The Four of Spades as the Long Range Card

The 4♠ tells us that this will be a year of satisfaction in matters of work and health.
Recovery from illness and any work-related problems can be expected under this influence. You
will feel like getting 'solid' in most areas of your life. The words foundation, structure, and security
become more important, along with the ability to create these in your life.

Your work and health should be good. This card actually can indicate recovery from
some kind of health problem. The only possible negative effect of this influence would be a
resistance to change and stubbornness. However, this same resistance is the strength that is
bringing you so much satisfaction now. This year is a blessing in many ways, as well as a time to
lay a secure foundation for the future.

The 4♠ often appears when someone is going to purchase a new home, or to settle
down. It can mean couples deciding to live in the same house or even to establish a new family.
Having a place you can call home might actually end up being the major focus of your attention
this year. In this position, it would be considered a good omen for just that.

Keywords:

A year of good health, solid home and work situations. A year of strength and satisfaction in
almost all matters. Hard work brings me many rewards.
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Your Long Range Card This Year



In Your Birth Card's Spread
The Jack of Spades as the Pluto Card

As you can see by the keywords, the Jack of Spades has many different meanings and
possible ways of expression. You should be on the alert for all of them because one or more is
definitely present for you this year. With the Jack of Spades one should always be cautioned about the
possibility of being ripped off in some manner. Extra care should be taken in your affairs, relationships
and with the care and keeping of your belongings. However, this may be a year when you are making
many efforts to develop your creativity, whether this be through one of the arts or just in general.  The
Jack of Spades is also called the 'Actor Card' and it may signal a year when you are devoting a lot of
your energy to being more successful in one of the creative arts or on the stage.
On another level this year could bring you a new beginning in terms of your spiritual beliefs.
You could join a new religion or spiritual group of some kind and this may challenge you to change
many areas of your life. Whatever the case, this is a powerful year for you with the Jack of Spades in
such a prominent position. Your Result Card will further describe this major challenge or transformation
this year or tell you who is involved in it.

Affirmation:

I transform myself to higher levels of living and being. I become more creative and expressive, while at
the same time learning the value of truth and honesty.
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Your Pluto and Result Cards This Year

The Four of Hearts as the Result Card

This is a strong indicator of marriage before your next birthday. At the least you should find
yourself in a satisfying love partnership before year's end. Stability in love and just having an abundant
supply of love will be some of the results of your efforts this year. You may even find yourself refusing
love at times because you are full. Your Pluto Card will further specify the changes you must make to
achieve this stability or tell you who you will marry.
No matter just how challenging your Pluto Card may be this year, this card guarantees that
everything will come to a happy and satisfactory conclusion and that you will end up this year feeling
emotionally sound and secure, and probably in a very good relationship.

Affirmation:

I develop stability in my closest relationships. I am creating family or marriage. I end up married this
year.

The Pluto and Result
Cards together

represent the challenges
of the year and those
things and people that

will transform us.

But as the year
progresses and we meet

these challenges, the
Result Card turns into a
blessing, a reward that

we reap for the work we
have done.

The Result Card is the
powerful blessing at the

end of the year and
when someone's card

appears there, it makes
for a very strong chance
of your ending up with

them in some significant 
way.



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The Nine of Diamonds as the Environment Card 

Giving up things, people or jobs that you once valued highly will bring many blessings and
rewards this year. On some level, this is a year to let go of the past and prepare to move on to many
new and better things. Usually, we are afraid to let go of things in our life, afraid that the loss will
deprive us of something important & essential to our happiness. However, this year you are protected
and all completions will bring you greater fortune & happiness.
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Your Environment and Displacement Cards This Year

You are displacing the Queen of Hearts this year.

This could be a year of much focus on romantic and other pleasures and one in
which your imagination is heightened to the max. You may receive some important visions
about your future or get a glimpse of your connectedness to all other things in the universe.
Family matters or motherhood may also come into major focus. At the same time, you will
have great success with men and legal matters and could achieve much in your work.
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The Cards That Govern Each 52 Days

Mercury Period Cards

In Your Birth Card's Spread

Venus Period Cards

Mars Period Cards

Jupiter Period Cards

Saturn Period Cards

Uranus Period Cards

Neptune Period Card(s)

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

4/28/2022 to 6/19/2022

8/10/2022 to 10/1/2022

10/1/2022 to 11/22/2022

11/22/2022 to 1/14/2023

1/14/2023 to 3/7/2023

3/7/2023 to 4/28/2023

6/19/2022 to 8/10/2022

Things happen quickly and are usually inconsequential. Things that occur are usually 'light'
versions of how they would occur in other periods. Matters involving education and short trips
in one's car or motorcycle.

Matters involving home, family, love relationships and anyone involved in the arts professions.
General indicator of your relationships with women for the year.

Indications for legal and competitive matters. Issues involving male dominated organizations.
Your physical energy for the year. How you will get along with men, in a general way, for the 
year.

Indicator of best way to make money this year. Matters involving business and finances.
Usually not personal matters and usually the best period of the year for financial success.

Period of hard work that yields only little results. Health issues usually show up here. Period of
restriction, challenges and karmic debts being repaid.

Matter involved with social groups and friends as a group. Unexpected and surprising events.
Matters involving real estate transactions.

Your hopes and fears card(s) of the year. The fantasy period and one of the best times to
travel overseas or to take a vacation.



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The Six of Spades in the Mercury Period

During this period you can expect steady employment, steady health, and the steady pursuit
of educational goals. However, you could stay unemployed if you already are when you begin this
period. At the same time, you will be encouraged to be responsible in your communications with others
at this time and to make compromises to maintain peace and achieve your goals. Be aware of what
you say and how you say it, or others may have to point it out for you.
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Your 52-Day Mercury Planetary Period Cards

The Three of Hearts in the Mercury Period

Don't be surprised if some situation comes up unexpectedly during this period that leaves
you perplexed about love or friendship. You may receive two offers at once or someone new comes in
that you find immensely attractive and gives you some cause to doubt your existing relationship. This is
also an influence that means immaturity in love and fickleness of the affections. Don't let your mind run
away with your heart now. It may be hard to catch later.
Your other Mercury Card may indicate the person or situation in which you are feeling
indecisive about. The good side of this card is that you have the desire and motivation to meet new
people and to express your feelings, especially feelings of love and affection. This is a great influence
for getting socially involved and making new contacts in either work or pleasure areas.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 4/28/2022 and ends 6/19/2022

About the Mercury Period Cards

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this period, the focus is usually
on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two
cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a quick-moving influence.
Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The Two of Clubs in the Venus Period

You are most likely to be attracted to those with whom you can share intellectual pursuits
and this may stimulate you to join a group with this sort of focus in mind. You don't want to be alone
now and this will motivate you to be more socially involved. In your love relationships you will be
attracted to those with whom you can communicate as well as share common interests of the mind.
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Your 52-Day Venus Planetary Period Cards

The Nine of Clubs in the Venus Period

This card is one of disappointment, either with friends or with someone you love dearly.
Disloyal or uncooperative friends could be a source of much heartache. Your own personal plans and
projects could be sacrificed as a result of the current situation. This influence can bring a delay or
disruption of marriage plans or the betrayal of a mate or lover. Adopting a universal approach to love
could bring success and happiness under this influence.
Your other Venus Card may tell you who or what the emotional or personal challenge or
ending is about. Also keep in mind that a strong or powerful other Venus Card, such as a four, eight or
ten, could mitigate the adversity of this card and bring about very positive results from a situation that
may seem like a disappointment at the outset.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 6/19/2022 and ends 8/10/2022

About the Venus Period Cards

The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During this period, the focus
is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what
influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read their Venus Cards as
general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The King of Spades in the Mars Period

Any involvement with legal matters this year will turn out in your favor as the King of
Spades rules over your Mars period. You can expect better relations with men and great success in
any projects that you are passionately pursuing. As a matter of fact, this card guarantees success in
every area of your life if you are willing to apply the wisdom he is bringing you now. If you are ready to
take a leadership role in your work or business, now is the time.
You may also find that there are one or more men of the Spades suit for whom you feel
some attraction or anger during this period.
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Your 52-Day Mars Planetary Period Cards

The Three of Clubs in the Mars Period

This period could bring a considerable amount of indecision in matters dealing with men,
lawsuits, or work. Difficulty in thinking clearly or making decisions under pressure could cause the loss
of one or more opportunities. In general an overactive mind fueled by worry could be the main source
of problems. Exercise care in all written and spoken agreements and do things to relieve tension and
anxiety to help you make better decisions.
Your other Mars Card may tell you who or what you are either feeling indecisive or creative
about. It will also tell you the outcome of any creative pursuits during this period. Remember that a 4, 8
or 10 as the other Mars Card will foretell very good results and a happy outcome during this period of
active and aggressive creativity.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 8/10/2022 and ends 10/1/2022

About the Mars Period Cards

The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each year. During this
period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this reason, this is a good time to get involved in
physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.

Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal matters we are involved in. If
you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The Seven of Spades in the Jupiter Period

This period can bring on an illness related to worry about money or work, perhaps from
overworking. You just might be overdoing things now and fear may be the reason for it. This can also
indicate money spent or time lost through illness, but it has positive manifestations as well.
This card is a powerful spiritual influence giving you more than the usual energy to conquer
your mundane problems through the application of faith, gratitude, wisdom, self-honesty and discipline.
Any attempts to help others, or to adopt a more sincere basis for your work could result in greater
prosperity for you now. This powerful card of 'faith' could also bring the realization of many of life's
deeper mysteries.
Because this card falls in Jupiter, it is much easier to manifest its higher spiritual benefits.
However, those who are very attached to circumstances turning out a certain way, or who are
extremely materialistic by nature could still have some very difficult challenges when this card is
present.
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Your 52-Day Jupiter Planetary Period Cards

The Eight of Clubs in the Jupiter Period

Your power of mind can bring you much success with money and business at this time. The
proper application of education and knowledge will bring noticeable success with your business and
people dealings. Your mental gifts are the source of your greatest benefits at this time. Success among
groups of people is indicated such as meetings or places where you speak or teach. You have more
power than usual now. Use it wisely for popularity and profit.
This is probably one of the best influences for increasing your financial gains this year, so
be sure to take advantage of it. It works especially well for those who have some business of their
own. But even if you are employed by someone else, your mental power could bring you a promotion
or some form of greater success.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 10/1/2022 and ends 11/22/2022

About the Jupiter Period Cards

The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period, the focus is usually on
business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell
you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially along financial lines. If
we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see an increase in our finances through those directions.



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The Ace of Clubs in the Saturn Period

This period may bring an unwelcome letter or news, perhaps from or about a sick person.
Unfulfilled desires for knowledge or unrealized goals are also possible now. Projects, plans or ideas
that begin now will be challenging and require more work than imagined. Success requires a serious
and determined education, doing things halfway or sporadically will not work. To realize your
educational goals you will have to be self-disciplined and focused. Distractions and a lack of focused
effort could bring disappointments in this regard.
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Your 52-Day Saturn Planetary Period Cards

The Two of Hearts in the Saturn Period

This period may bring a karmic relationship into your life. You may have a close friend or
lover who needs your help to battle an illness or burden. They may, in turn, become a burden for you.
Any intimate affairs begun now will likely have a fated quality about them and are likely to be
challenging in one or more ways. You may be learning about the responsibilities that go along with love
or your personal sexual expression. The net result of such 'lessons in love' will be a more mature you,
capable of acting with integrity and fairness in your most intimate relationships.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 11/22/2022 and ends 1/14/2023

About the Saturn Period Cards

The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas Jupiter is expansive and
abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences
are present and what is likely to happen. Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties
for the year. However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate success. Saturn teaches
us patience and responsibility.



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The Eight of Hearts in the Uranus Period

Success in spiritual study and working with groups is highlighted now. The power and
charm that you are now experiencing can be applied in your work or humanitarian endeavors with great
success. You should find that you are successful wherever you direct this power during this period,
though spiritually related activities are highlighted by the influence of Uranus. This is a card of
cooperation among friends and co-workers.
Because of the power of this card, it is almost a guarantee that this will be a very
successful and prosperous period. Even if your other Uranus Card were one of challenge or difficulty,
this card's power will overcome it and have a successful outcome to the situations that arise.
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Your 52-Day Uranus Planetary Period Cards

The Five of Spades in the Uranus Period

During this period you will have a change of some importance. This could be a change of
profession or a change in the labor force of a business. This is also a strong indicator of a sale of real
estate or a change of residence, both of which might be unexpected. Changes or travel that happen
now may happen unexpectedly and may leave you feeling somewhat insecure or unsettled. These
changes are most likely overdue and beneficial in many ways.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 1/14/2023 and ends 3/7/2023

About the Uranus Period Cards

After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a welcome relief.
Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus more on the people we hang out with both socially and at work. The two
cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality about them. Our
Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in other circles.



In Your Birth Card's Spread

The Eight of Spades in the Neptune Period

This period can bring success in the management of foreign or distant interests. This is also
a good influence for travel of any kind, especially business related. Just be careful with your emotions
under this influence. If they are allowed to interfere in your business you could suffer losses. Best to
keep your personal feelings out of the way during this period and take advantage of the opportunity for
the success that is offered by this card.
You have the power now to achieve your dreams. As long as you can get clear about
exactly what it is that you wish to do, you are practically guaranteed to achieve it.
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Your 52-Day Neptune Planetary Period Cards

Direct

Begins on 3/7/2023 and ends your next birthday!

About the Neptune Period Cards

Neptune is the last period, that always begins 52 days before your next birthday each year. This period is one of the
best times to take a vacation, especially if that vacation will take you to a foreign country. 

Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can represent things that
we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune Period is usually not a good time to make any
definite decisions about our future as things often appear blurred from our point of view.



In Your Birth Card's Spread
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You Have Good Career Influences This Year

Because of the position of your Birth Card or Ruling Card this year, there are opportunities for
you to achieve a larger measure of recognition in your work. Of course, if you are not career or business
minded, this influence will have little effect on you. But for those who are trying to get more recognition
or wish to become better known, this is a year when some of those dreams will come true.
The cards in your Birth Card's Yearly Spread will rise up to the 'Crown Line' sometime this year
and because of this, people will begin to pay more attention to what you are doing. You could achieve
some sort of award or merely become more recognized in your field. Many people receive promotions
during years such as these. Just how it will manifest will depend upon the nature of your work or
aspirations. Knowing, however, that these influences are present, it would be advantageous to put more
effort into becoming recognized.

Your Crown line periods are as follows

If you card displaces theYour Crown Line periods are:

Queen of HeartsMercury, Venus and Mars
6 of SpadesVenus, Mars and Jupiter
6 of ClubsMars, Jupiter and Saturn
8 of HeartsJupiter, Saturn and Uranus (also a Jupiter column year)
2 of SpadesSaturn, Uranus and Neptune
4 of DiamondsUranus and Neptune
4 of HeartsNeptune

This is a Major Completion Year for You

Because you have a Nine card in a prominent position this year (Long Range, Pluto, Result,
Environment, or Displacement), we know that this will be a year in which you achieve an important
ending in your life. This Nine may occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread.
Endings can be seen as disappointments if we disregard their true meaning. In truth, they represent
graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now no longer helpful for our personal
growth and development. What is also beautiful about endings is the wonderful freedom we feel after we
have passed through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.
Check the exact location of this Nine or Nines. The Pluto and Displacement positions will likely
be more difficult while the Long Range, Result and Environment will be easier and probably more 
welcome.
Whatever the nature of the endings in your life this year, be glad that you have reached the
point in your development that you are ready to move on to better things and relationships. We are often
afraid to let go of things that have become so familiar to us. Sometimes, we are not even able to see
that these things are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You are
ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new and better place for your
personal and professional development and expansion.
If you have more than one occurrence of a Nine in these prominent positions, the significance
of this completion year becomes even greater and the stronger the likelihood that many areas of your
life are coming to an end in preparation for a new phase of development.
Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each one will reveal the
specific areas that you may be encountering some important completions.



In Your Birth Card's Spread
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Planetary Ruling Card Card Spread

About The One-Year Reading for your Planetary Ruling Card

Our Planetary Ruling Card is a very important symbol of who we are. It acts much like
our Rising Sign in astrology, pointing to a facet of our personality with which we strongly identify.
It is the card or cards from our Life Path that we seem to act like. We have other cards that are
symbols of us as well. These include the Birth Card, Personality Cards and Karma Cards to
some extent. Each has a specific purpose and function that is important to understand as you
read this report.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly Spread for
your Planetary Ruling Card. Cards in this Yearly Spread can pertain to most any area of your life,
much like the Birth Card's spreads. You may find information about your work, finances, love life,
family or any other important area in this section.
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This section is all about the cards found in your



The Ace of Clubs as Your Seven Year Long Range Card

The A♣ tells us that you will have a strong desire for knowledge of some kind during
this seven year cycle and that new plans, ideas, and forms of communication could have a major
impact on you. You may throw yourself into some new educational pursuit, or some other
Mercury-ruled activity such as writing, speaking, or teaching. You may purchase a new computer
or be exposed to some advanced system of knowledge. This will probably mean that you begin
some new job as well. This is a powerful indicator of new beginnings in many areas of your life.

Your natural curiosity is heightened now and this could lead you into many new ideas,
concepts, beliefs and ways of communicating.  With all the passion of this 'one' energy, try to
stay relaxed.

All the Aces represent new beginnings. It is desire that sparks us to start something
new in our life. The A♣ desire is to learn something, to acquire new knowledge, or in some
cases, to embark on new ways of communicating with the world around you. The Aces generally
cause us to want to start something new. If you feel that desire, and sometimes it shows up even
before the A♣ is present, this card is your sign to follow that. It will lead you somewhere new and
better.

Keywords:

I am thinking new ideas and thoughts, launching new plans, ideas and new forms of work for my
future. I am exposed to new forms of knowledge.
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The Long Range Card for your Current
Seven Year Period

Your Current 7-Year Period began on: 4/28/2020
And ends on: 4/28/2027

You are in the early years of this 7-year period, the Mars, or action year!



Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire
year while others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the
entire year. Because of this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly
reading. Look to these cards for major themes and influences that will essentially dominate your attention
this year.

Each of these three to five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet
important things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the
text that describes their individual importance and functions.

A general description of each of these five cards is as follows:

1. The Long Range Card - this card signifies what or whom is a major focus of your attention. Remember
that this card is generally not positive or negative, just represents where your attention is focused.

2. The Pluto Card - this is something or someone who is challenging you this year, to make a change in
your life. Sometimes it represents a goal you have that will cause this change.

3. The Result Card - represents a blessing that occurs as the current year draws to a close. If it is the card
of someone you know, there is a strong chance you will be together with them in a significant way by your
next birthday.

4. The Displacement Card - not every card has this, but most do and it signifies where you must put your
energy this year to achieve more positive results in your life. Be ready to give to this card.

5. The Environment Card - again, most cards have this, but not all. It represents a helpful positive influence
in your life this year. Allow this blessing to come to you.

NOTE: Only the family of 45 cards have Environment and Displacement cards each year. If your card is one
of the family of seven (A♣, 2♥, 7♦, 8♣, 9♥, J♥, or K♠), you do not have these cards in your spreads. There
are important reasons for this but mostly it is because your card is considered 'fixed' and does not move
about like the family of 45.
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The Cards That Govern Your Entire Year

Displacement 
Card

Long Range 
Card

Pluto
(Chalenge) 

Card

Result
(Reward) Card

Environment 
Card

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Birth Card's Spread

In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The Eight of Diamonds as the Long Range Card

The 8♦ tells you that you will have a considerable amount of financial power this year.
The power to make a lot of money is yours and you should find that you have more money than
usual. Meetings for financial gain are also represented by this card. Perhaps you have some
definite goals this year related to things you want to purchase. The 8♦ promises that you will
have the money you need, when you need it. Be careful in your money dealings not to bully
others or to force others to go your way all the time. Though you may have the power to do this,
you will create negative vibrations in others that will someday come back to you.

The 8♦ is also known as the fame or 'sun' card and thus has been found to show up
during years when one rises up to some new found prominence in one's work or profession. In
most respects this is a great card that will bring you much of what you need or want.

Keywords:

A year of financial power and money to spend. Financial accumulation. I harness the power of
my values to attract more money into my life.
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Your Long Range Card This Year



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread
The Jack of Clubs as the Pluto Card

One of the major challenges for you this year is to develop the creativity to be successful in
a mental field of interest, perhaps as a writer. The qualities of the Jack of Clubs are likely to have a
direct role in your life this year, whether it is because you are acting as the Jack, trying to act as the
Jack, or know someone who is acting as the Jack. It is even possible that all three are happening at
the same time. These qualities revolve primarily around mental creativity, quick thinking and quick
talking. This is an excellent influence for those involved in sales or promotions and it may be that this
year you are trying to get more into this. Perhaps you are just wanting to get some better ideas about
whatever work you are involved in. 
Another aspect of the Jack of Clubs is that of being dishonest or less than truthful. For this
reason, you may find events surfacing this year that relate to either your own dishonesty or that of
others.
On a deeper level, the Jack of Clubs can represent an initiation into higher knowledge. So,
for many with this card,  there will be exposure to new ideas, forms of communications, or belief
systems that cause a transformative effect on them. Some of these may even be spiritually based or
have to do with personal development.
In any case, you will have to make a conscious effort to achieve your goal or to deal with
these creative, youthful and often immature energies of the Jack of Clubs. Your Result Card will tell you
more about these energies or point to someone who is directly involved in this challenge.

Affirmation:

I transform myself to become more mentally creative and successful this year. I begin an new and
better life on an intellectual level.
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Your Pluto and Result Cards This Year

The Nine of Diamonds as the Result Card

This powerful card of 'Universal Values' guarantees that by your next birthday you will be
less attached about money and have a new and broadened perspective about money that gives you
more freedom and less concern than ever before. Somehow connected to your Pluto Card, you will
learn and master the art of finances by the true knowledge of the nature of prosperity - that it follows
cycles that go in and out and that only by flowing with it can we have peace of mind.

Affirmation:

I learn to release financial worries and to flow with the cycles of abundance in my life. I learn to give
things away.

The Pluto and Result
Cards together

represent the challenges
of the year and those
things and people that

will transform us.

But as the year
progresses and we meet

these challenges, the
Result Card turns into a
blessing, a reward that

we reap for the work we
have done.

The Result Card is the
powerful blessing at the

end of the year and
when someone's card

appears there, it makes
for a very strong chance
of your ending up with

them in some significant 
way.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The Six of Clubs as the Environment Card 

This could be an important year for you in many ways that are more subtle and spiritual in
nature. This is a year when you can listen to your inner voice and get important messages from your
higher self. If you have always wanted to know what your life's purpose is, this is the year that you can
make that discovery. This card often occurs at a key time in life when we realize our purpose. And for
you, this purpose could entail bringing knowledge or wisdom to others.
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Your Environment and Displacement Cards This Year

You are displacing the Nine of Diamonds this year.

This will be a year in which you reach a point of completion in your life in some
important areas and prepare to begin a new life on a new basis. This may entail the ending of
a way of making money, a job, some relationships, or letting go of other things or people that
you have valued for some time. If you are able to let go, you can expect something or
someone better to show up very soon. If you hold on to the past, you can expect
disappointments.
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The Cards That Govern Each 52 Days

Mercury Period Cards

In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

Venus Period Cards

Mars Period Cards

Jupiter Period Cards

Saturn Period Cards

Uranus Period Cards

Neptune Period Card(s)

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

Influences Time Period:

4/28/2022 to 6/19/2022

8/10/2022 to 10/1/2022

10/1/2022 to 11/22/2022

11/22/2022 to 1/14/2023

1/14/2023 to 3/7/2023

3/7/2023 to 4/28/2023

6/19/2022 to 8/10/2022

Things happen quickly and are usually inconsequential. Things that occur are usually 'light'
versions of how they would occur in other periods. Matters involving education and short trips
in one's car or motorcycle.

Matters involving home, family, love relationships and anyone involved in the arts professions.
General indicator of your relationships with women for the year.

Indications for legal and competitive matters. Issues involving male dominated organizations.
Your physical energy for the year. How you will get along with men, in a general way, for the 
year.

Indicator of best way to make money this year. Matters involving business and finances.
Usually not personal matters and usually the best period of the year for financial success.

Period of hard work that yields only little results. Health issues usually show up here. Period of
restriction, challenges and karmic debts being repaid.

Matter involved with social groups and friends as a group. Unexpected and surprising events.
Matters involving real estate transactions.

Your hopes and fears card(s) of the year. The fantasy period and one of the best times to
travel overseas or to take a vacation.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The Jack of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

During this period you are given the gift of a creative mind that can come up with some
great ideas about how to make some money quickly. You may find some quick returns from
investments, selling something, or some other form of marketing or promotion. This would be a great
time to do some market planning for your business or to try one of your get-rich-quick schemes. You
may find that one of these will involve one of the communications fields.
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Your 52-Day Mercury Planetary Period Cards

The Six of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

This card indicates a lack of change in business affairs and a smoothing out in this area.
Under a Six of Diamonds there is no escape from debts and obligations so if you owe money you may
have to pay now. This works both ways. This influence does not support changes in business and you
may find any travel plans or business changes get postponed until later. Be prepared to settle up
financially with anyone that you owe money to, especially if they are related to education or your
vehicle.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 4/28/2022 and ends 6/19/2022

About the Mercury Period Cards

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this period, the focus is usually
on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two
cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a quick-moving influence.
Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The Four of Diamonds in the Venus Period

During this period you will most likely have money to spend on luxury items to beautify your
home or yourself, such as clothing. During this period you are likely to associate with successful people
of financial means. With this influence you can make money in businesses related to the home,
clothing, artistic, or beauty products as well as have much financial success with women. This
generally indicates contentment in all financial matters.
This is such a powerful and stabilizing influence that it will produce very good results during
this period, even if your other Venus Card is one of challenge or adversity.
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Your 52-Day Venus Planetary Period Cards

The Ten of Diamonds in the Venus Period

This card represents financial success connected to the arts, products for women or the
home, some woman you know, or to your own lover or marriage. Any of these could be the source of a
windfall of money. This could be great success for an artist. With this influence you will choose to
spend more time with friends and lovers that are well-to-do. Money will be a definite priority in your love
relationships or marriage, perhaps too much.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 6/19/2022 and ends 8/10/2022

About the Venus Period Cards

The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During this period, the focus
is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what
influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read their Venus Cards as
general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The Three of Diamonds in the Mars Period

This is a good influence for creativity and for getting new money making ideas. However, an
aggressive impulsive nature could lead to financial or legal problems at this time. Stay focused and
organized as much as possible to reach your goals. Tension combined with insecurity over money
limitations could lead to many problematic situations now. You may have to wait until after this period to
implement them because of an underlying impatience and lack of focus.
Your other Mars Card may tell you who or what you are either feeling indecisive or creative
about. It will also tell you the outcome of any creative pursuits during this period. Remember that a 4, 8
or 10 as your other Mars Card will foretell very good results and a happy outcome during this period of
active and aggressive creativity.
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Your 52-Day Mars Planetary Period Cards

The Four of Spades in the Mars Period

This card represents success in work, with men or in any work where drive,
industriousness, and ambition are exerted. This is an indicator of a happy married life for females and
an indication of organizational and executive ability that can be applied for great success. This card
represents a successful outcome to a legal or tax matter and is good for lawyers and executives. You
can overcome any ill influences now with determination and action.
This stabilizing influence of this card is powerful and will bring a happy period for you, even
if the indications of your other Mars Card are more challenging. Even if your other Mars card indicated
a challenge or problem, this card guarantees that you will overcome it and that the result will be a
positive one. A successful card in the other position will further strengthen the influence of this card
and could tell you who or what you will experience such satisfaction with during this 52-day period.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 8/10/2022 and ends 10/1/2022

About the Mars Period Cards

The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each year. During this
period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this reason, this is a good time to get involved in
physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.

Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal matters we are involved in. If
you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The Three of Hearts in the Jupiter Period

An overabundance of charm and magnetism could lead to social or romantic problems
during this period. Overdoing it romantically or scattering your interests could lead to relationships of
questionable value and could even cost you money if you mix love and money together. 
On the positive side, this energy is best used for success in social and business situations
as you apply your charm to groups. The people you meet now could be very helpful in these areas.
Sometimes this can also represent having two love interests at the same time. If so, the challenge
could be just handling so much attention at the same time.
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Your 52-Day Jupiter Planetary Period Cards

The Queen of Spades in the Jupiter Period

This is a powerful spiritual influence that will also have a powerful and beneficial influence
on your business and money situation. Through mastery of yourself you will be able to attract good
luck into your life. This is the time to apply your organizational ability and to diligently work hard. Doing
this could bring you more financial success than you realize.
The power of this card is manifested when we make changes in our inner attitudes and
beliefs. You could be amazed at just how much success you could have now without having to change
anything in your world, except yourself. This card brings the realization that everything stems from
within us and the power to demonstrate that truth in our lives in a tangible way.
Any and all women who have Birth Cards of the Spades suit could be a financial or other
blessing to you this year. Look to them for guidance and help.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 10/1/2022 and ends 11/22/2022

About the Jupiter Period Cards

The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period, the focus is usually on
business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell
you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially along financial lines. If
we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see an increase in our finances through those directions.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The King of Clubs in the Saturn Period

Though the Saturn period is usually the most difficult, this powerful card's presence will
guarantee that you will meet with some success by applying your mental power,  maturity and ability to
make distinctions to situations at hand. The King of Clubs mind power can help solve health problems
or any other difficulties that seem to place burdens on you now. Use it to heal yourself of any negative
mental beliefs that may stand in the way of your happiness.
Be on the lookout for men of the Clubs suit, especially those who are older or who may be
in positions of authority or responsibility. These are likely to prove troublesome or burdensome in some
way during this period.
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Your 52-Day Saturn Planetary Period Cards

The Eight of Hearts in the Saturn Period

This card gives you the power to overcome illness and to heal or help others if you desire.
A lot of charm and emotional power are present for you now and this can be used successfully to
further your career and financial goals. With the karmic influence of Saturn you may find that your own
power to get what you want emotionally leads you into some difficult relationships, ones that perhaps
reflect your own immaturity in handling this power.
This card is such a strong influence that it will override any negative influences present
during this period. Even if your other Saturn Card were one of challenge or problem, this card
guarantees that you will have a successful outcome and an overcoming of difficulties.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 11/22/2022 and ends 1/14/2023

About the Saturn Period Cards

The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas Jupiter is expansive and
abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences
are present and what is likely to happen. Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties
for the year. However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate success. Saturn teaches
us patience and responsibility.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The Eight of Diamonds in the Uranus Period

With this influence a sale of real estate could bring in a lot of money. This could also
represent money made through employees, by using your gifts of intuition, or money made by or used
for helping others in some humanitarian effort. In general you will have a lot of financial power with this
influence and it may be either unusual in some way or be happening unexpectedly. You may also find
money coming in from work with computers or advanced technologies of some sort and this would be a
good time to purchase any new high-tech items on your list.
Because of the power of this card, it is almost a guarantee that this will be a very
successful and prosperous period. Even if your other Uranus Card were one of challenge or difficulty,
this card's power will overcome it and have a successful outcome to the situations that arise.
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Your 52-Day Uranus Planetary Period Cards

The Six of Spades in the Uranus Period

This period will be marked by a lack of change in business, labor relations, a property deal,
or your health, regardless of whether or not it was desired. It will take extra effort to initiate almost
anything now so you may feel like you are stuck in a rut. This card is very good for psychics or natural
healers as it bestows more of those gifts during this period. Your own intuition will be active and
available to you if you choose to become aware of it.
This is such a powerful karmic influence that you may find that you have to face the
consequences of one or more of your actions or words from the past. Things that are 'fated' often
occur under the influence of the Six of Spades.
By tuning in to your most subtle thoughts and feelings now, you can make a strong
connection to exactly what is your life's purpose, especially as it relates to your work and career.

Direct

Vertical

Begins on 1/14/2023 and ends 3/7/2023

About the Uranus Period Cards

After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a welcome relief.
Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus more on the people we hang out with both socially and at work. The two
cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality about them. Our
Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in other circles.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

The Six of Hearts in the Neptune Period

You are not likely to travel under this influence, even if you have made plans to do so.
Relax and enjoy the peace and tranquillity. Your home and family and close relationships should be a
source of satisfaction now, so enjoy them. This influence does not support any travel or changes of any
kind. Things at a distance will go smoothly now without changes. This influence can bring profound
spiritual revelations if you tune in to your subconscious.
One of the possible benefits of this card in Neptune is that you could discover or deepen
your life's purpose. All that is required is for you to tune in to your thoughts and feelings, especially
when you are alone or meditating.
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Your 52-Day Neptune Planetary Period Cards

Direct

Begins on 3/7/2023 and ends your next birthday!

About the Neptune Period Cards

Neptune is the last period, that always begins 52 days before your next birthday each year. This period is one of the
best times to take a vacation, especially if that vacation will take you to a foreign country. 

Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can represent things that
we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune Period is usually not a good time to make any
definite decisions about our future as things often appear blurred from our point of view.



In Your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread
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You can find your True Purpose this Year

There is at least one occurrence of a Six card in your reading in a prominent position (Long
Range, Pluto, Result, Environment or Displacement). This might be in either your Birth Card Spread or
one of your Ruling Card spreads. Either way, this gives you a special opportunity, but one that is only
taken advantage of by those who are aware of it and are seeking a deeper direction for their life's work. 
This influence is most favorable when the Six is the Long Range, Environment or Result
(Cosmic Reward) Card. If it is the Pluto or Displacement Card, it will require more of your energy and
attention to manifest itself. You will need to be conscious about asking for this direction and keep that in
the forefront of your mind throughout the year. In the other placements, it will just more or less come to 
you.
Sixes give us an opportunity to discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people
search their entire life to discover what their life is about and whether or not they have some special
purpose or goal that they are to achieve during their time here on the planet. Many never find this
purpose at all. Because of the presence of a Six card in a powerful position this year, you will have a
special opportunity to discover what your purpose is. Of course, this only applies to you if you have the
desire to know. If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction, this will probably
manifest itself as a year of steady progress towards existing goals. This information, this knowing which
direction you should go, is something that you cannot make happen. It will just occur to you. So, your
only job is to stay tuned and listen. Your inner voice will affirm it when it appears in front of you.
Sixes can be frustrating as well because they often represent static and unchanging conditions
in our life. However, they also bestow upon us a special ability to perceive that which is usually hidden
from our conscious minds. By listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration and direction
when these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire year. If you have more
than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spreads, then
this message becomes even more significant. 
Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year, along with other
Sixes that appear in your Yearly Spreads. They will reveal much about the special destiny that is coming
your way. Good luck on your path to inner discovery.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

Because you have a Nine card in a prominent position this year (Long Range, Pluto, Result,
Environment, or Displacement), we know that this will be a year in which you achieve an important
ending in your life. This Nine may occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread.
Endings can be seen as disappointments if we disregard their true meaning. In truth, they represent
graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now no longer helpful for our personal
growth and development. What is also beautiful about endings is the wonderful freedom we feel after we
have passed through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.
Check the exact location of this Nine or Nines. The Pluto and Displacement positions will likely
be more difficult while the Long Range, Result and Environment will be easier and probably more 
welcome.
Whatever the nature of the endings in your life this year, be glad that you have reached the
point in your development that you are ready to move on to better things and relationships. We are often
afraid to let go of things that have become so familiar to us. Sometimes, we are not even able to see
that these things are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You are
ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new and better place for your
personal and professional development and expansion.
If you have more than one occurrence of a Nine in these prominent positions, the significance
of this completion year becomes even greater and the stronger the likelihood that many areas of your
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life are coming to an end in preparation for a new phase of development.
Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each one will reveal the
specific areas that you may be encountering some important completions.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

Because you have a Nine card in a prominent position this year (Long Range, Pluto, Result,
Environment, or Displacement), we know that this will be a year in which you achieve an important
ending in your life. This Nine may occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread.
Endings can be seen as disappointments if we disregard their true meaning. In truth, they represent
graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now no longer helpful for our personal
growth and development. What is also beautiful about endings is the wonderful freedom we feel after we
have passed through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.
Check the exact location of this Nine or Nines. The Pluto and Displacement positions will likely
be more difficult while the Long Range, Result and Environment will be easier and probably more 
welcome.
Whatever the nature of the endings in your life this year, be glad that you have reached the
point in your development that you are ready to move on to better things and relationships. We are often
afraid to let go of things that have become so familiar to us. Sometimes, we are not even able to see
that these things are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You are
ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new and better place for your
personal and professional development and expansion.
If you have more than one occurrence of a Nine in these prominent positions, the significance
of this completion year becomes even greater and the stronger the likelihood that many areas of your
life are coming to an end in preparation for a new phase of development.
Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each one will reveal the
specific areas that you may be encountering some important completions.
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